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A Funny Thing Happened to Me on the Way to the

Bra Store...

So, I was buying some much needed 'undergarments' in LaSenza here
in the Patch, when I spied a tiny little woman shopping with her
daughter. So I says to myself: "Self, I think I might recognize her from
somewhere." Sure enough as I spied her through the rows and rows of
thongs and bathrobes I realized who she was...Delores O'Riordan -
otherwise known as the lead singer of the Cranberries.
Now as many of you already know, Delores was my hero from the ages
of 13-20 so you can all imagine the delemma I faced while pondering
how to approach the situation.
Do I let her leave since she is obviously shopping for unmentionables
and probably doesn't want to be disturbed? Can I live with myself if I
allow the opportunity to meet ANOTHER of my favourite artisits slip
through my fingers? So I says to myself: "Self, you need to approach
her and get an autograph...take the chance. Imagine meeting JT and
Delores in less than one year's time." So I strategically place myself
infront of a rack of nightgowns and wait until she's done paying. Then
I place the six granny bras I was waiting to try on on a nearby rack and
jump out at her as she is picking up her bags. She was TOTALLY
gracious and introduced me to her daughter. Anyway, I got her
autograph and apologized for accosting her.
FYI - she mentioned something about a 'new release' next year. Not
sure if that's avec Cran or solo.
...and THAT is why I love the Patch...

Here's the autograph...
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At 1:13 AM,  Becky said...

I don't even believe it!

My mother....my mother she liked me.

You are the luckiest devil that ever wore pradas

At 4:03 PM,  Beth said...

yes, the daffodils look lovely today! pretty crazy huh?

At 1:15 PM,  päinvastoinpeikko said...

(Hun, it's Dolores, not Delores. But otherwise...) AWESOME! =D

At 1:51 PM,  Crangy said...

La vi en Panamá, estaba en el Canal de Panamá hace una semana, fue
asombroso
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